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Virtual Red Team 

Pentesting as a Service

Key Features

Adaptable services based on your
cyber maturity level
Service tiers for any sized environment
Our engineers find, verify, and provide
proof of exploitable vulnerabilities
Internal and External PenTesting
Detailed fix-action reports guide your
remediation activities
Partnership approach where we act as
an extension to your team

Continuous Security Verification

Are my “crown jewels” systems and data secure?
What urgent issues must I remediate immediately?
How should I prioritize my vulnerabilities and other defensive efforts?
Are detection & remediation times improving?
Are my security tools and procedures effective?
Am I lowering the impact risk of a cyber attack?

Finding and fixing vulnerabilities, default configurations, weak credentials, and other exposures
one or two times a year is not sufficient.  Changes to your technology environment and the
cyber-threat landscape are far too frequent for this to remain an acceptable practice.

Continuous pentesting helps organizations
address key security questions about their environment:

The Legion Virtual Red Team is an ongoing
pentesting service that hardens your
environment by finding exploitable
vulnerabilities and guiding your remediation
activities to close attack vectors.

Our mission is to help every customer build and
sustain a highly secure environment. 

Our process is collaborative, working with you
to solve security and compliance challenges
together. 



Like APTs, ransomware, and other
threat actors, The Legion VRT

discovers and fingerprints your
internal and external attack surface,

identifying the ways exploitable
vulnerabilities, misconfigurations,

harvested credentials, and
dangerous product defaults can be

chained together to facilitate a
compromise.

Accuracy
We will help you focus on fixing
problems that can actually be
exploited, saving you and your

team from chasing down
unexploitable vulnerabilities and

false positives.
 

Effort
Our VRT can be up and running

in about an hour instead of
weeks like with traditional

PenTesting. And there are no
credentialed agents to install

and manage.

Speed
We can assess your entire
organization in a matter of

hours, versus waiting weeks or
months for consultants to
manually run scans and

produce reports.
 

Coverage
Legion assess your entire

network from the attacker’s
point of view, not just a sample.

Our platform algorithm
fingerprints your internal,

external, on-prem, IoT, identity,
and cloud attack surfaces.

Remediation
Our goal is to create the

conditions for action – helping
you quickly find, fix, and verify

that an exploitable vulnerability is
no longer a threat. The Red and
Blue teams must work together,

and Legion helps you build a
Purple Team culture!

 

VRT Benefits
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What's Included

PENTEST UNLIMITED IP ADDRESSES
There are no limits on the number of IP addresses within your environment,
allowing you to scale your pentests as your environment changes.  We have
service tiers covering small businesses up to large enterprises.

EXPERIENCED SECURITY ENGINEERS
Our experienced security engineers review each "Pentest Op" run within your
environment, and they conduct Post-Op review sessions with you and your
team to be sure all of your questions are answered.

POST-OP REVIEW
Our team collaborates with yours in post-op review sessions where we review
discovered weaknesses and impacts, and guide the prioritization of fix-actions.

DETAILED REPORTING
You will receive reports for each pentest including a high level executive
summary, a detailed penetration test report, a segmentation report, and a fix-
actions report to guide your remediation activities.

SERVICE DELIVERY MODEL
Our pentesting-as-a-service delivery model grows and changes with your
organization.  We roll in new campaigns over time including external pentesting,
simulated phishing attacks, purple teaming, and table top exercises.  This
approach continues delivering value over time and provides for better security.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Legion Cyberworks can perform additional PenTesting to cover your web
applications, APIs, and mobile apps as needed through a prepaid retainer or a
fixed fee project Statement of Work.
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CYBER DEFENSE
At Legion Cyberworks we do one thing:  Protect our clients against the
constant inflow of cyber-threats.  Whether we're working with you in a
consulting capacity, delivering penetration testing or other offensive security
services, or protecting your business through our managed security services,
we are singularly focused on keeping your business shielded from
ransomware, exploits, hackers, and other cyber-threats.  You are our
business partner, and we make it our mission to protect your business.

PROVEN
Our team uses proven processes, tools, and industry experience to deliver
excellence every single day.  We focus on what matters most in terms of
cybersecurity, and that is exploitability, likelihood, and impact.  This
approach to security produces a stronger security posture for our customers,
and helps them invest in security more effectively.  Legion hires and retains
talented, skilled, and qualified staff to ensure our customers get the best.

LEADERS
Keeping pace with trends in technology, security, and data privacy regulations
allows us to work closely with our clients, law enforcement, our alliance
partners, and peers in our industry to develop and continuously improve
training, tooling, and our processes to degrade and defeat cyber-threats of all
types.  We develop high quality relationships with our customers and we
deeply value our role as 'servant leaders' on a mission to protect their
business.  Our customers trust us to deliver the highest quality consulting,
managed security, and professional services, and this is our highest honor.
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